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Ciliates are ubiquitous in the marine environment and important consumers of phyto-
plankton and flagellates. The feeding on suspended food particles in ciliates is complex
and relies typically on coordinated motion in bands of transversal rows of cilia known as
membranelles. Many ciliates are upstream collectors that use a single membranelle band
to generate feeding flow, retain food particles, and transport them to the mouth region. To
explore a representative upstream collector, we consider the ciliate Euplotes vannus. We
determine the clearance rate using particle tracking and estimate the flow-generating force
by fitting a point force model to the observed flow. To obtain a mechanistic understanding
of feeding flow and particle retention, we use high-speed video microscopy. The cilia
move parallel to the membranelle band towards the mouth region in the power strokes,
and a metachronal wave propagates away from the mouth region parallel to the band
and outwards along the membranelles. A gap, therefore, opens between neighboring
membranelles from the inner side of the band where the mouth region is located, and while
food particles are retained, water is drawn in and pushed outwards across the membranelle
band as the gap closes from the inner side. We suggest a model that rationalizes our
observations and quantifies the mechanism by which the membranelle band can both
generate feeding flow and retain food particles. The model compares favorably with our
observations and suggests a trade-off between the clearance rate and the membranelle gap
that determines the lower cutoff in the prey size spectrum. We quantify the trade-off and
discuss the ecological significance of our findings.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.7.023102

I. INTRODUCTION

Organisms that feed on small suspended food particles play important roles in marine food webs
and include unicellular flagellates and ciliates, copepods, sponges, bivalves, gelatinous plankton,
and the larvae of many benthic organisms [1,2]. The typical unicellular suspension feeder generates
a flow from which food particles are retained and transported to the cell surface where they are
phagocytized [3]. To retain food particles and overcome the viscous forces that impede predator-
prey contact at low Reynolds number, unicellular organisms use flagella, cilia, or tentacles extending
from the cell [4,5]. In flagellates, the feeding flow is typically generated by a single flagellum,
whereas ciliates feed using coordinated, metachronal motion of hundreds of cilia [3,6,7]. The cilia
motion and interaction with particles is challenging to observe, and the complex feeding modes in
ciliates are not fully understood. Here, we focus on ciliates that use a single band of cilia to generate
the feeding flow, retain the food particles, and transport them to the mouth region.

The fluid dynamics of microorganisms has mainly been explored in the context of swimming
and uptake of dissolved nutrients [8–11], and it has received less attention in relation to feeding on
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FIG. 1. Microscope images of Euplotes vannus. (a) Ventral view of an individual walking on the coverslip.
The membranelle band is to the right, starting at the front of the cell (up) and twisting towards the mouth
region at the center of the cell. The flow along the inner side of the band towards the mouth region and the
flow outwards through the band are indicated by green and red arrows, respectively. Large cirri are visible on
the back. (b) Profile view of an individual walking on a lump of material using its large cirri. The feeding flow
is towards the front of the cell as indicated by the green arrow. (c) Freely swimming individual with helical
trajectory. The instantaneous swimming direction is indicated by the green arrow.

particulate matter [1–5]. The swimming of ciliates has been described in models like the squirmer
model that represents the collective action of cilia covering a cell surface [12,13] and in models that
resolve the fluid dynamics of individual cilia [14–16]. The individual cilium is a slender organelle
that extends from the cell surface and beats periodically with each cycle consisting of a power stroke
and a return stroke [17,18]. In the power stroke, the cilium is stretched out, whereas it is bent and
close to the surface in the return stroke, and this gives rise to a net transport of fluid in the direction
of the power stroke [14]. Closely spaced cilia that are distributed over a surface or organized in a
band beat metachronally, i.e., with the same period and structured phase shifts between neighbors.
The resulting collective motion appears as a metachronal wave that propagates over the surface
[19–22]. Most ciliates are purely heterotrophic organisms that feed on suspended food particles
such as phytoplankton and flagellates [3], while some are mixotrophs that also take up dissolved
nutrients and harvest the photosynthetic apparatus of other organisms to do photosynthesis [23–25].

The exploration of feeding on suspended food particles in ciliates was pioneered by studies of
the sessile ciliate Vorticella sp. and the seminal work by Fenchel on different species with charac-
teristic feeding modes [3,6,7,26–28]. Typical suspension feeding ciliates are characterized as either
upstream or downstream collectors [3]. In upstream collection, a single band of cilia both generates
the feeding flow and retains the food particles, whereas in downstream collection, one band of cilia
generates the flow while the food particles are retained by another band located downstream [29].
The two feeding modes are found among a wide variety of invertebrate ciliary suspension feeders
[30]. Among the ciliates, the species Euplotes moebiusi and Uronema are examples of upstream
collectors, and Vorticella and Cyclidium are described as downstream collectors [3]. Due to small
spacing of the downstream filter, downstream collectors are generally able to retain smaller food
particles than upstream collectors, but this happens at the cost of higher filter resistance and lower
clearance rate, i.e., the volume of water cleared for food particles per unit time [3].

As a study organism, we consider the heterotrophic ciliate Euplotes vannus (Fig. 1 and
Supplemental Material, Videos 1–3 [31]). We have chosen to focus on E. vannus to explore a
representative upstream collecting ciliate. The cell is elongated and flattened, and there is a clear
differentiation between the dorsal and the ventral side [32–34]. On the ventral side, the cell has
approximately 20 cirri and a band of membranelles. Each cirri consists of tens of cilia that are
joined together, and each membranelle is a row of closely spaced cilia. The ciliate swims with a
helical trajectory, but primarily it sits and walks on surfaces using the cirri as legs [35,36]. The
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TABLE I. Parameters for Euplotes vannus. The number n is the number of observations, and the cell volume
is based on length, width, and thickness information from different individuals.

Parameter Value n

Cell length (μm) 88 ± 5 11
Cell width (μm) 49 ± 4 8
Cell thickness (μm) 23 ± 3 4
Cell volume (μm3) (5.1 ± 0.9) × 104 –
Membranelle band length, inner (μm) 65 ± 3 5
Membranelle band length, outer (μm) 120 ± 5 5
Membranelle band length, average, L (μm) 92 ± 6 5
Membranelle number 40 ± 3 5
Membranelle spacing, d (μm) 2.3 ± 0.2 5
Membranelle height, a (μm) 20 ± 1 5
Membranelle width, W (μm) 12 ± 2 5
Beat frequency, f ( Hz) 31 ± 5 6
Cirri length, back (μm) 35 ± 3 6
Clearance rate, Q (μm3 s−1) (9 ± 2) × 105 1
Cell-volume-specific clearance rate (d−1) (1.7 ± 0.3) × 106 1
Force height, h (μm) 30 1
Force magnitude, F ( pN) 260 ± 4 1

membranelle band starts at the front of the organism, twists towards the center of the cell, and ends
at the mouth region. The membranelles beat periodically with power and return strokes primarily
parallel to the membranelle band, and a metachronal wave propagates along both the band and the
individual membranelles [3,7]. However, observations of membranelle motion and interaction with
particles are sparse, and a thorough understanding of the membranelle function in E. vannus and
other ciliates with upstream collection is lacking. For example, it is not clear why water passes
through the filter rather than bypassing it along a route of lower flow resistance.

The aim of our work on E. vannus is to quantify the feeding flow and the force needed to generate
it and to provide a mechanistic description of the metachronal motion and particle retention in the
membranelle band. We build on and expand the previous work on Euplotes sp. by Fenchel [3,7], and
we provide detailed observations of feeding flow and membranelle motion using high-speed video
microscopy and particle tracking. We determine the clearance rate and estimate the flow-generating
force using a point force model of the observed feeding flow [3,37–41]. Furthermore, we develop
a model of the individual ciliary beat and the coordinating metachronal wave, which rationalizes
the observed membranelle motion and accurately predicts the observed clearance rate. The model
suggests a trade-off between the clearance rate and the membranelle gap that determines the lower
cutoff in the prey size spectrum. We quantify the trade-off and estimate the encounter rate, and we
discuss the ecological significance of our findings in relation to the prey size spectra reported in the
literature for ciliates and other suspension feeders.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental organisms and observations

The E. vannus culture was acquired from the Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa, SAMS
Limited, Scottish Marine Institute, United Kingdom (Table I). The culture was grown in artificial
sea water at 18 ◦C and diluted 2–3 times per year in 65-mL flasks with artificial sea water and
autoclaved rice grains to serve as bacterial substrate. Observations were made in a temperature-
controlled room at 20 ◦C using a custom-built, circular sample chamber with an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a height of 2 mm. The chamber was sealed at the bottom with a circular glass
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TABLE II. Glossary of symbols.

Symbol Description

a Membranelle height
A, Amax Amplitude and maximum amplitude
b Width of flow region along membranelle band
C Size-specific mass concentration of food particles
C0 Mass concentration of food particles within each decade
d , dp, dr Membranelle spacing and gap in power and return stroke
E Encounter rate
f Beat frequency
F Force magnitude
h Force height
kx , ky Wave-vector components
l Upper cutoff in food particle size spectrum
L Membranelle band length
N Number of membranelle gaps after which the phase is repeated
p Pressure
q Cilium tip position
Q Clearance rate
T Beat period
V Volume between membranelles
W Membranelle width
v, vx , vy Velocity and velocity components
α Fractional duration of power stroke
β Dimensionless amplitude parameter
μ Viscosity
ϕ Phase
χ Phase shift
ω Angular beat frequency

coverslip and silicone grease, filled with the culture in artificial sea water, and covered with a
glass coverslip. For high-speed video microscopy we used an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope
with 10×, 40×, and 100× magnification, and a Phantom Miro LAB 320 high-speed video camera
(1920 × 1200 pixels) with frame rates of 200 fps to observe the feeding flow and 500 and 1000 fps
for the membranelle filtration. To visualize the feeding flow we used neutrally buoyant, spherical
polystyrene tracer particles (microParticles GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with diameters of 1, 2, or
4 μm and concentrations in the range of 1.2 × 107–2.4 × 108 particles mL−1.

Tracer particles that could be identified automatically were tracked using custom-written code
in MATLAB, and tracer particles that could not be identified automatically, e.g., in front of the cell
body, were tracked manually using ImageJ. The particle velocities were obtained by differentiating
the particle positions with respect to time using a least-squares, five-point finite difference scheme
designed to minimize the noise error [42,43].

B. Point force model of feeding flow

We model the feeding flow towards the ciliate as the low-Reynolds-number flow due to a point
force that acts in the infinite half-space above a plane surface with a no-slip boundary condition
[3,39–41]. The governing equations are the time-independent Stokes equations:

−∇p + μ∇2v = 0, ∇ · v = 0, (1)

where p denotes the pressure field, v the velocity field, and μ the viscosity. (Table II provides a
glossary of symbols.) We assume that the surface lies in the xy plane and that the point force is
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FIG. 2. Representative particle tracks visualizing the feeding flow. The tracer particles are carried past the
ciliate (red), interact with the frontal membranelles but are lost and not carried along the membranelle band
towards the mouth region (yellow), or are transported to the mouth region (green). (a) Ventral view of an
individual on the coverslip with flow from right to left. (b) Profile view of an individual on a lump of material
with flow from left to right. The particles are 4 μm in diameter and the particle positions are shown with 10-ms
time intervals. The individual slowly rotates by 25◦ in the video sequence used for panel (a), and each track has
been oriented to match the cell orientation when the particle reaches the mouth region or its point of closest
approach.

directed parallel to the surface in the x direction. The problem was solved analytically by Blake
and Chwang [37,38], and the solution can be expressed as a superposition of the Stokeslet flow due
to the point force acting in an infinite fluid domain and an image system ensuring that the no-slip
boundary condition at the surface is satisfied. The parameters are the magnitude of the point force,
F , and its height above the surface, h. Plots and fits of the solution were made using the software
Mathematica.

III. RESULTS

A. Feeding flow and clearance rate

Euplotes vannus creates a feeding flow towards the membranelle band while moving around or
sitting still with its large cirri on the sample chamber or lumps of organic material (Supplemental
Material, Videos 4 and 5 [31]). The flow is predominantly parallel to the surface on which the
organism sits, and it qualitatively resembles the Stokeslet flow due to a point force with the highest
flow speeds near the flow-generating cilia (Fig. 2). The ciliates stay at a given location for typically
1 to 10 s, but individuals can sit up to several minutes when partly shielded within large lumps of
organic material. The large cirri position the cell body approximately 30 μm above the surface.

To estimate the clearance rate of the feeding flow, we focus on the case where the organism is
sitting on the coverslip [Fig. 3(a)]. The origin of the coordinate system is positioned in front of the
cell, and the x axis is oriented along the main flow direction. The profile of the velocity component
vx along the transect at x = −50 μm is roughly symmetric with respect to the x axis [Fig. 3(b)]. We
estimate the clearance zone using the particles that are classified as retained, and we assume that it
is delimited by the blue lines. The observation plane is at the same height above the surface as the
organism, and for simplicity we assume a circular clearance disk [3,41]. To obtain the clearance rate
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FIG. 3. Velocity profile of the feeding flow. (a) Ventral view of an individual on the coverslip with flow in
the positive x direction. The tracks are color coded as in Fig. 2, and the blue lines delimit the clearance zone.
The particles are 4 μm in diameter and the particle positions are shown with 20-ms time intervals. To take into
account that the individual slowly rotates during the video sequence, each track has been oriented to match the
cell orientation when the particle reaches the mouth region or its point of closest approach. (b) Velocity profile
along the transect with x = −50 μm. The particle velocities are shown as dots, and the stepwise averaged
velocity profile is left-right symmetrized and made with 10-μm steps.

we numerically integrate vx over the clearance disk using the following approximation:

Q = π�2

[
4∑

n=1

(2n − 1)〈vx〉n + 4.25〈vx〉5

]
, (2)

where � = 10 μm is the step width of the velocity profile and 〈vx〉n the average of the velocity
component in the n-th bin counting from the center. We find the clearance rate Q = (9 ± 2) ×
105 μm3 s−1, which corresponds to the cell-volume-specific clearance rate (1.7 ± 0.3) × 106 d−1

(Table I). The uncertainty in the clearance rate is estimated based on the uncertainty in the limits of
the clearance zone which we estimate to be ±5 μm [Fig. 3(b)].

B. Point force model and flow-generating force

The point force model provides a description of the feeding flow of the individual on the coverslip
[Fig. 2(a)], and it allows us to estimate the magnitude of the flow-generating force. We assume
that the point force is positioned at the center of the tips of the frontal membranelles and directed
parallel to the surface. We cannot directly observe the height of the frontal membranelles above
the surface, and instead we use the profile view of the individual on a lump of material [Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b)]. To determine the magnitude of the flow-generating force F , we treat it as the only free
parameter in a least-squares fit of the measured velocity components vx and vy along the transect
with x = −50 μm. With h = 30 μm, z = 30 μm, and μ = 1.0 × 10−3 Pa s [44], we find F =
260 ± 4 pN. The standard deviation in F is estimated using the standard deviation in the measured
velocity components obtained directly from the observations [45]. We cannot assess the goodness of
fit, since we do not have an independent estimate of the standard deviation in the measured velocity
components, but both vx and vy appear to be in good agreement with the model [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)].
This suggests that the transect is sufficiently far from the organism for the far-field approximation
of the point force model to be applicable.
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FIG. 4. Point force model and estimation of the flow-generating force. (a) Profile view of an individual
showing the assumed posture when sitting on a flat surface. The red arrow indicates the point force position
and direction and the green line indicates the focal plane. (b) Model streamlines (blue) in the xz plane with
h = 30 μm. (c) and (d) Flow velocity components along the transect at x = −50 μm. The selected tracer
particles are in the focal plane when x = −20 μm, and using model streamlines in the xz plane, we estimate
that they are at z = 30 μm when x = −50 μm. Measurements (red dots) and least-squares fit (blue lines) with
the force magnitude as the only free parameter.

C. The flow along and through the membranelle band

To observe the flow along and through the membranelle band, we use small tracer particles that
are 2 μm in diameter and can pass in between the membranelles (Supplemental Material, Video
6 [31]). The feeding flow approaches the anterior end of the membranelle band on its inner side.
Some particles are transported along the membranelle band and end up in the mouth region, whereas
others move some distance along the membranelle band and then through it and away from the
organism (Fig. 5). In the feeding flow, food particles that are too large to pass in between neighboring
membranelles will, therefore, be retained and up-concentrated in the mouth region. This picture is
qualitatively similar to the description by Fenchel of the feeding flow in Euplotes moebiusi [3,7].

We can set up a simple model by disregarding the curvature of the membranelle band and assum-
ing that the flow enters in the x direction with the flow rate Q on the inner side of the membranelle
band of length L and goes through it in the y direction [Fig. 6(a)]. The velocities of the particles that
are transported along the membranelle band decrease as the mouth region is approached [Fig. 6(b)],
and the particles that pass the membranelle band do so with velocities that are roughly the same
irrespective of where the passage takes place [Fig. 6(c)]. We suggest the model flow:

vx = − Qx

abL
, (3)

vy = Q

aL
, (4)
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FIG. 5. Visualization of the membranelle flow. Tracer particles are transported along the inner side of the
membranelle band to the mouth region (green) or outwards through the membranelle band (red). The particles
are 2 μm in diameter and the particle positions are shown with 2-ms time intervals. The particle tracks are
shown relative to a coordinate system with the origin positioned in the mouth region and the x axis oriented in
the main flow direction along the membranelle band.

where a and b represent, respectively, the membranelle height and the width of the region with flow
along the inner side of the membranelle band [Fig. 6(a)]. With the parameter values Q = 9 × 105

μm3 s−1, a = 20 μm, b = 30 μm, and L = 92 μm, we obtain the estimate vx = 1 mm s−1

when x = −60 μm, in agreement with the measured velocities towards the mouth region (green)
[Fig. 6(b)], and, as expected, our estimate of the average flow velocity through the membranelle
band, vy = 0.5 mm s−1, is lower than the peak velocities of the particles that pass the membranelle
band (red) [Fig. 6(c)]. (See Sec. III E for comparison of the peak velocities of the particles that pass
the membranelle band and the metachronal wave velocity along the individual membranelles.)

D. Metachronal motion and membranelle filtration

The flow is driven by the metachronal motion of the membranelles, which we have explored by
tracking the tips of the inner- and outermost cilia in a single individual (Supplemental Material,
Video 7 [31]). We could track the motion of 16 membranelles in total. In seven membranelles
we followed both the inner- and outermost cilia for ten beat cycles, and in nine membranelles
we could only observe the outermost ones (Fig. 7). In the power stroke that lasts approximately
1/3 of the beat period T = 42 ± 1 ms, the cilia move quickly towards the mouth region, and in
the return stroke they move slowly back. The initiation of the power stroke propagates along the
membranelle band in the negative x direction, and the phase of the beat motion is repeated after
approximately seven membranelle gaps. The cilia in a membranelle do not move synchronously,
and to determine their motion, we look at a single membranelle (Fig. 8). The initiation of the power
stroke propagates outwards along the membranelle in the y direction, and the innermost cilia finish
the power stroke at the same time as the outermost ones start it. In summary, we see a metachronal
wave that propagates along the membranelle band opposite to the power stroke (antiplectic) and
outwards along the individual membranelle (dexioplectic) [19,20].

To understand how the beating membranelles generate water flow through the membranelle
band while retaining large particles, we consider two neighboring membranelles and a small tracer
particle for one beat cycle (Fig. 9). The leftmost of the two membranelles follows the rightmost with
a time delay of approximately 1/7 of the beat period as can be seen by comparing images with 6-ms
time difference in the time series. In the first image, the rightmost of the two membranelles starts its
power stroke, while the leftmost is still carrying out its return stroke. On the inner side of the band,
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FIG. 6. Velocity components in the membranelle flow. (a) Simple model of membranelle flow and particle
retention. Particles with a diameter smaller than the distance between neighboring membranelles can pass
outwards between the membranelles, whereas large particles are retained and transported along the inner side
of the membranelle band to the mouth region. (b) and (c) Velocity components in the flow based on particle
tracks (green and red) and model results (blue) based on Eqs. (3) and (4). The tracer particles are all 2 μm in
diameter. Some of the particles pass through the membranelle band, whereas others are retained and transported
to the mouth region.

a gap therefore opens between the two membranelles, and the tracer particle is drawn in between
them. As the two membranelles finish their power strokes, they approach each other and push the
tracer particle outwards and through the membranelle band. The two membranelles are close after
completing their power strokes and they remain close in their return strokes.

E. Model of membranelle filtration

To model the metachronal motion of the membranelles, we assume that the cilia move periodi-
cally in the length direction of the membranelle band with fast power strokes and slow return strokes
with constant speeds. For simplicity, we describe each cilium by a single variable, q, that represents
the x coordinate of the tip. Our model takes the following form:

q =
{

x − A + A
πα

mod(ϕ, 2π ) for 0 � mod(ϕ, 2π ) < 2πα,

x + A − A
π (1−α) [mod(ϕ, 2π ) − 2πα] for 2πα � mod(ϕ, 2π ) < 2π,

(5)
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FIG. 7. Metachronal motion in the membranelle band for ten beat cycles. (a) Membranelle tip positions
superimposed on a still image from the video. (b) The x components of the outermost tip positions as functions
of time. (c) The x components of the innermost tip positions as functions of time. The membranelles are colored
using a sequence of seven different colors, since the phase of the beat motion is repeated after approximately
seven membranelle gaps. The inner membranelle positions correspond to the outer membranelle positions with
identical color coding closest to the mouth region, and the data set has gaps since the cilia could only be
identified during the power strokes. The metachronal wave velocity along the membranelle band and the phase
difference between the inner- and outermost cilia of the individual membranelles are described by the two blue
theory lines. (See Fig. 11 for details.)

where A is the amplitude and α the fractional duration of the power stroke. The phase ϕ depends as
for a propagating line wave on time and space:

ϕ = ωt − kxx − kyy + χ, (6)

where x and y are the coordinates of the base of the cilium, ω = 2π f is the angular beat frequency,
kx and ky the wave-vector components of the metachronal wave, and χ is the phase shift (Fig. 10).
The tip of a cilium is at its leftmost position q = x − A when ϕ = 0, the power stroke brings it to
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FIG. 8. Phase difference across an individual membranelle. (a)–(c) Innermost (blue) and outermost (dark
red) tip positions during the power stroke, and three snapshots of the tips when the innermost cilia start the
power stroke (green), the innermost cilia finish and the outermost cilia start (yellow), and the outermost cilia
finish (red). The arrows indicate the direction of motion in the power stroke. (d) and (e) The x and y components
of the innermost (blue) and the outermost (dark red) tip positions as functions of time. The snapshots in panels
(a)–(c) correspond to the solid lines, and the beat period is indicated by the dashed lines in panels (d) and (e).

the rightmost position q = x + A when ϕ = 2πα, and finally the return stroke brings it back to the
leftmost position.

We complete the model by suggesting the following wave-vector components:

kx = − 2π

Nd
, (7)

ky = 2πα

W
, (8)

where N is the number of membranelle gaps after which the phase is repeated along the band, d the
distance between the base of neighboring membranelles, and W the width of the membranelles. The
expressions build on our observations, and they lead to predictions about the membranelle filtration.
From the constant phase relations

ωdt − kxdx = 0, (9)

ωdt − kydy = 0, (10)
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FIG. 9. Time series of two neighboring membranelles through one beat cycle. A tracer particle is moved
by the two membranelles outwards through the membranelle band during the beat cycle. The particle is 1 μm
in diameter and marked by a red dot, and the membranelles are highlighted in orange and blue. The arrows
indicate the directions of motion of the inner- and outermost cilia, and they are shown in the frames in which
the cilia start the power and the return stroke, respectively. The beat period is T = 42 ms, and the time instant
of each frame is shown in its lower right corner.

we obtain the propagation velocities of the metachronal wave along the membranelle band and along
the individual membranelles:

dx

dt
= ω

kx
= −Nd

T
, (11)

dy

dt
= ω

ky
= W

αT
. (12)

FIG. 10. Geometry of membranelle band model. The cilia in the membranelles (red) are assumed to move
periodically with the power stroke (green arrows) in the x direction, and the water flow (blue arrows) goes along
the membranelle band towards the mouth region on the inner side and outwards through the membranelle band
in between the membranelles.
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Due to the antiplectic nature of the metachronal wave [19,20], there is a large gap between
neighboring membranelles in the power stroke, whereas neighboring membranelles are close in the
return stroke (Fig. 9). To ensure that neighboring membranelles do not collide during the return
strokes, we require that the cilia in the return strokes do not overtake the metachronal wave as it
propagates along the membranelle band:

vr �
∣∣∣∣dx

dt

∣∣∣∣, (13)

where vr is the speed of the cilia during the return strokes:

vr = 2A

(1 − α)T
. (14)

The amplitude A must, therefore, be less than or equal to the maximum amplitude:

Amax = 1

2
(1 − α)Nd. (15)

When two neighboring membranelles are both moving with either power or return strokes, the gap
spacing between them is respectively

dp =
(

1 − β + β

α

)
d, (16)

dr = (1 − β )d, (17)

where we have used the definition β = A/Amax and the expression for the speed of the cilia during
the power strokes:

vp = 2A

αT
. (18)

To explore the model predictions, we plot the outermost and innermost ciliary beat positions
as functions of time (Fig. 11). The phase shift is chosen so that the membranelle (green) centered
at q = −10 μm starts the power stroke on the inner side when t = 0. The power stroke of the
membranelle finishes on the inner side and starts on the outer side when t = αT = 14 ms, and the
metachronal wave propagates in agreement with our observations (Fig. 7). Furthermore, the gap
between neighboring membranelles opens from the inner side of the band and closes subsequently
in qualitatively the same manner in experiment and model (Fig. 12). To model the clearance rate,
we consider the volume V between neighboring membranelles when the innermost cilia of the two
membranelles first come close in the return stroke as in the panels with t = 20 ms. The volume
becomes

V = aW d

[
1 − β + β

α

(
1 − 1

2αN

)]
, (19)

where a is the membranelle height. If we assume that the clearance rate per membranelle gap is
V/T , we find the clearance rate through the membranelle band:

Q = LV

dT
= LaW

T

[
1 − β + β

α

(
1 − 1

2αN

)]
, (20)

since L/d is the total number of gaps in the membranelle band of length L. With the parameter
values T = 42 ms, α = 1/3, β = 0.7, N = 7, W = 12 μm, a = 20 μm, and L = 92 μm, we
find the estimate Q = 1.0 × 106 μm3 s−1 and the metachronal wave velocity along the individual
membranelles dy/dt = 0.9 mm s−1 in agreement with the clearance rate of the feeding flow,
Q = (9 ± 2) × 105 μm3 s−1, and the observed peak velocities of the particles that pass the mem-
branelle band [Fig. 6(c)]. Finally, we estimate the gap spacing in the power stroke dp = 5.5 μm and
the return stroke dr = 0.7 μm, where we have used Eqs. (16) and (17) and the membranelle spacing
d = 2.3 μm.
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FIG. 11. Model of the metachronal motion in the membranelle band. (a) The outermost and (b) innermost
ciliary beat positions as functions of time with the parameter values T = 42 ms, α = 1/3, β = 0.7, N = 7, d =
2.3 μm, and W = 12 μm. The blue lines are based on Eq. (11) and the observed phase difference between the
inner- and outermost cilia of the individual membranelles. The slope of the blue lines, dx/dt = −0.4 mm s−1,
models the metachronal wave velocity along the membranelle band. See Fig. 7 for comparison of the theoretical
lines and the observed membranelle motion.

IV. DISCUSSION

We found that the feeding flow of E. vannus is predominantly parallel to the surface in contrast
to the perpendicular feeding flow of Vorticella sp. and other ciliates that attach with a long stalk
[3,6,7,40]. The observed flow velocities 50 μm upstream of the ciliate appear to be in good
agreement with the point force model, and our force estimate F = 260 ± 4 pN based on experiment
and model is consistent with the estimated range from 50 to 500 pN for the flow-generating force in
the similarly sized Vorticella convallaria [40]. The model suggests that the reduction of the feeding
flow due to the proximity of the surface is twice as large when the flow is perpendicular to the surface
compared with the parallel case and that this allows suspension feeders with parallel feeding flow
to be positioned comparatively close to the surface [3,41]. The membranelle band on the ventral
side of the cell is close above the surface, and it seems plausible that this facilitates feeding on
food particles that are directly on the surface and that the surface helps in directing the feeding flow
towards the membranelle band.

Our high-speed video observations show that the power strokes are directed parallel to the
membranelle band towards the mouth region and that the metachronal wave propagates forwards
from the mouth region along the membranelle band and outwards along the individual membranelles
as described schematically by Fenchel [3, Fig. 13]. The antiplectic motion results in large gaps
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FIG. 12. Time series of two neighboring membranelles and a tracer particle through one beat cycle in
the experiment (gray images) and the model with the parameter values T = 42 ms, α = 1/3, β = 0.7, N = 7,
d = 2.3 μm, and W = 12 μm. The particle is 1 μm in diameter and marked by a red dot, and the membranelles
are highlighted in orange and blue. The phase shift is chosen so that the rightmost membranelle (blue) starts
the power stroke on the inner side when t = 0.

between neighboring membranelles in the power strokes [19,20], and it leads to efficient generation
of flow towards the mouth region in analogy with the result found in arrays of artificial cilia [46].
Furthermore, the flow through the membranelle band is outwards in the direction of the metachronal
wave along the individual membranelles (Fig. 12). The time series of the tracer particle and the two
neighboring membranelles suggests that neighboring membranelles function as a sluice in which
a volume of water is drawn in on the inner side of the band and subsequently pushed out on the
outer side. The power stroke of the outermost cilia starts when the power stroke of the innermost
cilia finishes, and this ensures the coordinated opening and closing of the gap between neighboring
membranelles and enables the sluice function.
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To sustain a population in the food-sparse marine environment, suspension feeders need to clear
a volume of water equivalent to about 1 × 106 times their cell volume per day [2]. Consistent with
this general observation, we estimated the cell-volume-specific clearance rate (1.7 ± 0.3) × 106 d−1

directly from the feeding flow, and this was supported by our estimates based on the particle tracks
through the membranelle band and our model of the membranelle filtration. Our direct flow observa-
tions using single individuals of E. vannus are in agreement with the cell-volume-specific clearance
rate found in grazing experiments averaged across many individuals [3, Fig. 28]. Furthermore, the
soft lower cutoff in the prey size spectra of upstream collectors suggests that the effective gap
spacing varies between d at the cell surface and dp at the tips of the cilia, and our observed values
of d = 2.3 μm and dp = 5.5 μm are in agreement with the prey size spectrum for the largest size
class of E. vannus reported by Fenchel [3, Fig. 26].

Clearance rate and membranelle gap depend on both geometry and kinematics, and we find the
rough approximations Q ≈ LaW/(αT ) and dp ≈ d/α if the amplitude is close to its maximum in
Eqs. (16) and (20). The approximations suggest that Q and dp are inversely proportional to the
fractional duration of the power stroke, α, and that decreasing α will increase the clearance rate at
the cost of a more leaky filter. For a given size distribution of potential prey, this trade-off between
clearance rate and membranelle gap suggests that there must be an optimal α for which the prey
mass encounter rate is the highest. To quantify the trade-off, we estimate the encounter rate:

E = Q

( ∫ dp

d

s − d

dp − d
C(s)ds +

∫ l

dp

C(s)ds

)
, (21)

where C is the size-specific mass concentration of food particles and s the food particle diameter.
The first term models the soft lower cutoff in the prey size spectrum by a linearly increasing retention
efficiency, and the second term assumes 100% retention of food particles between dp and the upper
cutoff l , which is determined by the size of the mouth region [3]. Logarithmic size classes in the
marine environment contain roughly the same biomass [47], and we, therefore, use the size-specific
mass concentration:

C(s) = C0/ ln 10

s
, (22)

where C0 is the mass concentration within each decade in food particle diameter. With these
assumptions, our estimate of the encounter rate becomes

E = QC0

ln 10

(
1 − d

dp − d
ln

dp

d
+ ln

l

dp

)
, (23)

where Q and dp are given by Eqs. (16) and (20). As a simple parameter exploration, we find the
maximum encounter rate at α = 0.4 when l = 8 μm and α = 0.3 when l = 10 μm, where we have
used β = 0.7, N = 7, and d = 2.3 μm. This result is consistent with our observation α = 1/3 and
the prey size spectrum for E. vannus with l = 8–10 μm [3]. The prey size spectra in ciliates and
other filter feeders are narrow compared to other quantitatively important grazers on 2- to 30-μm-
sized phytoplankton and flagellates, such as dinoflagellates and copepods that perceive and capture
rather than filter out individual prey [48–51]. In such suspension feeding modes there is no trade-off
between clearance rate and retention efficiency, and the lower prey size threshold is governed by
sensing capability. Despite the narrow prey size spectrum, ciliates are able to compete due to their
high growth rate [52], allowing them to respond to ephemeral patches of food.
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